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The world has been transformed by the far-reaching effects of the pandemic, and it will undoubtedly leave a
permanent mark. Many people, families and businesses have suffered the devastating consequences of national
lockdowns and the contraction of the global economy on a scale not seen for almost 100 years. Yet, as with many
crises, we are also seeing the emergence of positive change - hope springing from hardship.
As businesses worldwide scrambled to implement the unplanned and wholesale shift to remote working, many
workers embraced a new-found flexibility and benefited from the window of understanding and empathy that this
has provided into their personal lives. While entire industries have suffered major decline, innovation is everywhere
as people stretch the limits of creativity and ingenuity to find solutions to new challenges. As travel was halted, we
found new ways to communicate that aren’t so harmful to the environment – technology stepping up to provide
connection in a time of mass isolation. 
The world had already been rapidly coming to the realization that we need an urgent solution to the climate crisis. Of
course, the need for action has not gone away and we are more aware than ever of the impact “business-as-usual”
can have. The global crisis has acted as a circuit breaker and provided an opportunity to change course. 
Despite the disruption caused by the pandemic, sustainability remains a top priority for our customers. They
understand the need to meet the expectations of employees, consumers, regulators and partners in taking
responsibility for their impact, but they also harbor a deep desire to do the right thing. Sustainable technology
consumption is an area where they can make big gains on this front. Technology lifecycle management is clearly a
cleaner, greener, more efficient way to manage IT, but it is also an untapped way to help organizations reach their
sustainability goals – be that zero carbon, zero waste or a positive planet impact.
We have been very fortunate to be in a position to support our customers through this period of great change.
Together, we have tackled the rapid shift to remote working, wholesale digital transformation and the evolving
sustainability debate. Throughout 2020, we worked hand-in-hand with our people, customers and partners to
navigate a rapidly changing environment and deliver the best possible business outcomes through an unwavering
commitment to service excellence. 
There are still great challenges ahead of us but at Evernex we build partnerships and solutions for the long-term,
and we remain determined to build a sustainable future together. The Executive Committee and I are resolutely
committed to this approach. Evernex renews its commitment to the 10 principles of the Global Compact for the year
2021”

Stanislas Pilot
STANISLAS PILOT,
CEO
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What we do
Evernexis the European leader in 
third-party IT maintenance

Evernex Profile
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01

Independent IT services
company internationally

Flexible maintenance
service fordata centers

35+ yearsof multi-brand
hardware experience

45 subsidiaries
(legal entities)

165+ countries
covered

Over 360,000+ IT infrastructure
systems maintained
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01. Stanislas Pilot
President & Chief Executive Officer

02. Jean-Marc Gottero
Chief Revenue Officer & Managing
Director Asia Pacific

03. Farid Seddar
Chief Operating Officer

04. Christophe Mulin
Chief People Officer

05. Valérie Truelle

We contribute to
innovation in the
field of third-party
IT maintenance by
offering international,
profitable, sustainable, 
and environmentally
friendly support
solutions.
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Chief Financial Officer

06. Emmanuel Roland
Chief Digital & Technology Officer

07. Mohamed Bella
Managing Director
Middle-East & Africa

08. Cynthia Herrmann
General Counsel

09. Klaus Stöckert
Managing Director Central, Eastern
& Northern Europe

10. Sergio Brito
Managing Director –LATAM

11. Dominique Demesy
Managing Director Southern
& Western Europe

12. Fabrice Pouzaud
Managing Director Financing of
Evernex Capital Solutions

13. Tony Senecal
Executive Vice PresidentSPAAS
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Hardware Experts in Servers,
Storage, Backup and Networks

850,000+

Founded in 1983

Activities

Items in stock

Majority owned by
The 3I Group since 2019

• OEM Agnostic

$178M

turnover in 2020

• IT Infrastructure

36,000+

Maintenance

References in stock

• S
 upport and
Recycling

1,000+

Employees

Multi-vendor

165+

Countries

10,000+
Customers
8 |

330+

Stocking
locations

45

Subsidiaries

CSR Policy, WEEE, Carbon Reporting, Innovative
Process for Hardware Recycling, Sponsorships
and Charitable Campaigns
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Evolution
Our growth story

Acquisitions

NET SALES CAGR

+22%

$66M

2015
2016

$96M

2017

$97M

net sales CAGR
between 2015-2020

DCS
FRANCE

ITALY

FRANCE

2013

2014

2014

$112M

2018

$131M

2019
2020

TTS FRANCE

$178M
FRANCE

FRANCE

SPAIN

2016

2017

2017

EMPLOYEES
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

10 |

290

+71%

400

employees
since 2015

440

BRAZIL

ARGENTINA

SOUTH AFRICA

GERMANY

2018

2019

2020

2020

572
600
900
995
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Worldwide
coverage

GERMANY
UK

POLAND

FRANCE

ITALY

USA

KSA

ALGERIA

45

subsidiaries

stocking locations

JAPAN

EGYPT

MOROCCO

UEA

HONG-KONG

MEXICO
COLOMBIA
NIGERIA

MALAYSIA

ECUADOR

330+

PAKISTAN

TURKEY

SPAIN

BRAZIL
CHILE
URUGUAY

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AFRICA

ARGENTINA

32

countries with 
own presence
12 |

Evernex Warhouse

Evernex Subsidiaries
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Our values

Mission

Vision

To be the preferred global IT infrastructure
lifecycle service provider, operating from
the largest footprint of people & spare
parts in the industry.

A digital world where IT leaders have
the full power to choose the best time
& the best solution to transform their
infrastructure.

Our values are the driving force behind our
commitment to all our stakeholders – our clients,
our employees, our shareholders and society as
a whole.

We are business driven, close to our
customers, and apply our core values to
everything we do.
We are committed to a more sustainable
IT world.

All Evernex employees must be equipped with the same compass.
Christophe Mulin, CPO

The mission represents the
company’s reason to be.The
vision is its reason to act.
14 |

Care

Cooperation

Entrepreneurial spirit

We care about others’ well-being

We like working together

We push the limits

Reliability

Compliance

We meet expectations every day

We do the right things always
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Corporate social
responsibility
At Evernex, Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) is the driving
force behind everything we do.

Awards & Certifications

Committed to Clients and the Environment
Our model is built on finding eco-friendly solutions for
our clients worldwide so they can manage their data
centers with the lowest environmental impact.
With Evernex, there’s no need to scrap IT assets after
pre-determined end-of-service dates.
We work with you to extend the life of your servers,
storage and networking hardware, so you can make
CSR an integral part of your IT maintenance policy.

WEEE Standards compliant

ISO 9001:2015

Evernex follows WEEE directives with
the aim to increase the collection
and reprocessing of IT waste in the
most responsible way possible. It
is mandatory for Professional IT
equipment recycling companies to
be WEEE compliant in Europe.

ISO 9001:2015 standard is based on
quality management, with the goal
of improving customer satisfaction.
Evernex teams are involved in the
quality process and individually
contribute to the achievement of
our quality objectives.

ISO 14001:2015

Ecovadis Reporting

ISO 14001:2015 is a process that
primarily involves reducing
the impact of business on the
environment. ISO 14001 sets out
the criteria for an environmental
management system and can
be certified to. It maps out a
framework that a company or
organization can follow to set
up an effective environmental
management system.

Ecovadis measures sustainability
success. EcoVadis provides holistic
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) ratings service of companies
and covers a broad range of nonfinancial management systems
including Environmental, Labor
& Human Rights, Ethics and
Sustainable Procurement impacts.

Did you know?
Manufacturing, using and taking your IT equipment out
of service has a big impact on the environment. Evernex
offers several solutions to reduce the environmental
impact on your IT equipment:

Maintenance

Recycling

Repairing

Recycling

16 |

Reusing
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Make lasting
commitments

Our social commitments
Attached to a corporate culture based on diversity, we
are committed to:
Establish a working relationship that encourages employees’ initiative and commitment (continuous improvement of our organization and our working methods,
staff involvement in the company’s success)
Enhance our human resources (training, mobility, skills
management)
Respect employees, their working conditions, their safety
and their rights wherever we operate (vigilant safety
policy, open and constructive social dialogue, equal
opportunities)

Our environmental commitments
Active in controlling the life cycle of our customers’ IT
equipment, we are committed to:
Promote energy efficiency in our sphere of activity
(extending the life of IT equipment through aintenance,
reducing our clients’ carbon footprint)
Limit waste generation of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) 
Minimize our environmental impacts (maintaining our ISO
14001 certification, WEEE recycling, rigorous waste management, energy optimization of our sites)

Our citizen commitments
Open to the world, we are committed to:
Develop our activities in compliance with good ethical
practices (business ethics, purchasing policy)
Supporting community development (humanitarian
sponsorship, support of our employees to participate in
external community and sports events)

18 |
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The 10 principles of the
United Nations Global
Compact
Our values are the driving force behind our commitment
to all our stakeholders – our clients, our employees, our
shareholders and society as a whole.

Human rights

Labour rights

Environment

Fight against corruption

Principle 1

Principle 3

Principle 7

Principle 10

Businesses should support and respect the protection of
internationally proclaimed human rights; and;

Businesses should uphold the freedom of association
and the effective recognition of the right to collective
bargaining;

Businesses should support a precautionary approach to
environmental challenges;

Businesses should work against corruption in all its
forms, including extortion and bribery.

Principle 2
Make sure that they are not complicit in human rights
abuses.

Principle 4
The elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory
labour;
Principle 5
The effective abolition of child labour; and

Principle 8
Undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental
responsibility; and
Principle 9
Encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.

Principle 6
The elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

20 |
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SDG framework
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals is a globally recognized framework that helps organizations plan sustainability initiatives
and meaningfully track progress. We first signed the UN Global Compact in 2015 and have identified the SDGs which guide our work. 

Business Operations
Transparency & integrity
Responsible sourcing
Cybersecurity & data protection

Employees, customers & society
Employees’ health, safety and well-being
Customer experience
Workplace attractiveness
Training & talent management
Community development – generosity

Environmental & climate impact
Evernex carbon footprint
Clients’ carbon footprint
Waste management & WEEE
22 |
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2020 Special year
A perspective from Evernex CPO

Human Rights
& Labour Rights

“Like the vast majority of companies, the year
2020 was a very complicated year for Evernex due
to the pandemic.
True to our care value, our top priority from the beginning has been to protect
our employees and indirectly their families and friends by ensuring that
contamination cannot occur in the workplace; the full range of preventive
measures has been deployed, from the reorganization of work premises to the
organization of work in 2x8s or telecommuting, without forgetting distancing
and disinfection measures. In total, less than 12% of our 1,000 employees in over
30 countries on five continents were victims of COVID in 2020 (no fatalities),
and we have every reason to believe that they were not contaminated in the
workplace. 
Furthermore, Evernex has undoubtedly demonstrated during this year a very
high level of resilience, not only of its business model but also of its employees,
the two being largely linked. Thanks to our four other values (cooperation,
entrepreneurial spirit, reliability and compliance) and our digital tools for
remote collaboration, our colleagues have been able to maintain a very high
level of relations internally and with our customers. Only the prospecting
of new clients proved to be more difficult, proving if it were necessary, that
physical meetings are often still necessary to build trust between individuals.
Therefore, remote working will remain limited at Evernex because this period
has shown that trust, cooperation, conviviality and solidarity are nourished
by physical meetings in the workplace; the rooting of our corporate culture
and the acculturation of new colleagues depend on it!”

24 |

02

CHRISTOPHE MULIN,
Chief People Officer
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Organizational culture
As part of Evernex’s international development, as the company continues
its internal and external growth path, the company has conducted a survey
following a widely used methodology called Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument (OCAI), developed by Kim Cameron and Robert Quinn at the
University of Michigan..

The results confirm that we have very close and compatible cultures, even if
some noticeable differences arise:

This survey allowed for a better
understanding staff expectations and
needs within Evernex and its latest
acquisition Technogroup.
As a descriptive model, there is no “right or wrong”. It assesses the cultural
aspects of an organization around 4 cultures types based on competing values:

UNDERSTANDING OCAI MODEL

Evernex is

Flexibility and discretion

Internal focus and integration

External focus and differentation

Stability and control

26 |

Technogroup is

very focused on the market and result-driven

very focused on internal/people and quality driven

The coordination / organization is mostly done
by leadership vs. processes and structure

The market orientation is mostly embodied by
leadership

External vs. Internal focus
Stability vs. Flexibility
The 4 culture types are:

Clan culture
Adhocracy

This means that we are in a good position to benefit from each others’ expertise
while not having to manage a potential “culture shock” between organisations.
Moreover, our teams share the same aspirations towards a more “people
centric” culture which should help the alignment.
We are already very close so we need to run the “last mile” to converge on the
minor differences.

Market
Hierarchy

There is no recipe or pre-established solution but it will come naturally if we all
continue to live by our values and to win business together.

| 27
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Evernex culture

Our status as an international company, present in 165
countries, pushes us to collaborate with very diverse profiles. It is
therefore essential for us that everyone feels comfortable.

28 |
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Evernex social network
WORKPLACE
The Evernex Group has grown a lot inrecent years.
As we are more and morenumerous to join the
company, manyco-workers have expressed a
real andgrowing need to have access to regular
information on the functioning anddevelopment of
the company, and toknow each other better.

On Workplace we share practicalinformation for newcomers, news
from ouroffices, management announcements, success stories, and
more.

30 |
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Employment: Staff
Evernex remains a young company: 

Evernex is growing rapidly: its workforce has
doubled in 5 years (290 in 2015, 995 on 30/06/2021
with our latest M&A).

Evolution of staff per type of job

by mid-2021, 36% of the workforce is between 26 and 35
years old, and 30% between 36 and 45 years old. 
In 2020, 10 seniors (over 50) were recruited and 12 in 2021.
Over the period, this represents 19% of permanent hires. 10%
of hires were under 25 years old, showing the diversity of
generations within the company.

OPERATING

SUPPORT

Age Pyramid
2019
2020

2019

2020

2021

2021

2019
2020
2021
X < 25

26 > X < 35

36 > X < 45

46 > X < 55

X < 55

SALES

2019
2020
2021

32 |

The staff attrition rate is as follows: from 8,78% end
of 2019 to 9,8 % in 2020. This is essentially due to the
transformation of the company and its jobs in order
to sustain growth.
| 33
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Employment:
Recruitment policy

Evernex is a young company
focused on professional
diversity. It offers its chance
to all motivated people, eager
to evolve and increase their
know-how.
Our company makes it a point of honour
to focus on profiles rather than CVs, by
employing young people upon leaving
high school, as well as profiles that
need to be reintegrated into a suitable
professional environment. 
We hire according to 3 criteria: a strong
appetite for new technologies or technical
competence, the desire to work, and the
feeling with the candidate.
New expert profiles are today hired to
support the company’s growth.

34 |
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Employment:
Workforce - Diversity - Variety

Men-Women breakdown
Men

HUMAN RIGHTS & LABOUR RIGHTS

CSR REPORT 2021

Evernex, like any company (French or
international*) operating in the tech sector,
faces difficulties in increasing the number
of women in its workforce, particularly in the
fields of Sales and Technical Engineering.
Since 2010, the ratio of 80 % -20 % has
remained stable, yet with its growth path, for
the first time in 2021 Evernex has reached
75-25 % ratio. 
On the other hand, in France Evernex in
Seine Saint Denis favours its territorial
anchoring in the Seine-Saint-Denis
employment area, and claims its cultural
and social mix as a factor of wealth and
success (see next page).

Women

In addition, Evernex regularly makes use of
ESAT (Establishment and Work Assistance
Service). As part of its WEEE Recycling
activity, Evernex has been working with the
disabled-friendly company LOXY for many
years with complete satisfaction. 
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

* World: see the Sept 2018 report of McKinsey & Company and Pivotal Ventures https://www.rebootrepresentation.org/
France: The National Council of Engineers and Scientists of France notes an aggravated disaffection of women for the
digital professions (IT and networks): https://www.iesf.fr/ 

36 |

In 2021 a partnership was signed with the
«Papillons de Jour», another adapted
company capable of providing multiservices. Projects are underway. 
Evernex integrated a disabled staff, and
also welcomed a deaf-mute student for 3
weeks in on its main site Aulnay. This first
experience was challenging, yet it invites
HRD to rethink professional integration of
people with disabilities. 
| 37
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Employment:
Workforce - Diversity - Variety

Our teams consist of near 1,000 employees with different profiles and
qualifications and 53 nationalities. We have recruited people of 25
different nationalities between 2020 and 2021.
We rely on cultural and social diversity to enhance & improve our
expertise and know-how based on the knowledge of each employee.

I’ve been working at Evernex for 10 years, Initially, I was order picker for 1 year, then warehouse clerk for 6 years before
becoming a technician. Today, I manage 3 people and am also in charge of recruitment. I attach importance to two criteria
concerning the profiles of candidates: their motivation and their ability to learn without theoretical training. At Evernex, we have
this chance to evolve without a diploma, through merit and trust, other companies should also give this opportunity.
explains Mohamed G., a technician based in Aulnay-sous-Bois.

Thus Evernex breaks the codes of the traditional company and the
strict criteria related to recruitment. This historical, cultural, social or
religious mix creates a positive emulation, conducive to the creation of
an enriching context and professional development within our group.

38 |
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Employment:
Workforce - Employment contracts

With 93% of its employees on permanent contracts, Evernex contributes to
the fight against job insecurity. Managers do not hesitate to recruit young
people and professional integration profiles: 1% on fixed term contracts and
4% on professional contracts, frequently transformed in long-term contracts.

Employments contracts
Long-term

Evernex is a relatively flat organization, given its geographical dispersion
and the number of small entities it has built around the world to respond
to market needs. Evernex promotes autonomy and empowerment for its
teams, supported by individual and collective & common drivers, allowing
the strengthening of entrepreneurial spirit.

Type of position

Short term

Apprentice

Intern
COMEX

Executive & Manager
Employee

Intern / Apprentice

2017

40 |

2018

2019

2020

2021
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Employment:
Remuneration & Working conditions

Evernex World

30th June 2020

31st Dec 2020

30th June 2021

19,93

54,55

30,22

2017

2018

2019

2020

Employees hold 9, 34% of our capital, and 31% of voting rights of the
holding, hence are committed to Evernex’s long-term success.

Rem. Report Executive / Rem. Employees

1,63

2,59

2,2

Rem. Report Executive / Rem. Employees (Men)

1,76

2,76

2,27

Annual data on-going
consolidation

Payroll (million €)

Alongside 3i Group, our majority shareholder, our executives are key
shareholders in the growth of our company. 

In France, the Male/Female equality index was calculated in 2021 for
2020: the result is 73 / 100.

Evernex International in France

Rem. Report Executive / Rem. Employees (Women)

1,22

1,81

1,79

Regular follow-up and exchanges with employees
90% of the employees have an annual competency and performance interview. Regular team meetings (weekly, monthly,
quarterly) are organized for better coordination and project management: Executive Committee, Digital Transformation
Project Steering Committee, Sales Meetings, Quality of Service Operational Meetings, SEC (employee delegates).

Work/Life balance
Management is aware of work time management. With Covid-19, work habits and organization have been adapted. For
teams having to work on-site (production), 2*8hours shifts have been put in place. For all other staff worldwide, remote
work was reinforced and institutionalised. The average is now 2 to 3 days of on-site work per week, depending on
teams, activities and country conditions. Evernex adapted its digital work environment to allow for efficiency and better
communication.
In addition, part-time, and adapted hours and times are regularly applied (young parents, sports commitment at the
national level, etc.). 

42 |

The calculation methodology imposed is not necessarily the best one
for Evernex, since it involves mixing very different jobs by grouping
them by conventional classification. It is planned to change the methodology in 2022 to provide a more detailed analysis.
At Evernex women are as likely as men to be promoted: 100% of
points.
Confirmation that salaries were systematically increased upon female
employees’ return from maternity leave, in similar proportions to their
colleagues present during the salary review: 100% of points
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Employment:
Remuneration & Working conditions
WORK/LIFE BALANCE
In 2020 with the Covid-19 pandemic, the vast majority of
Evernex collaborators have experienced remote work,
still largely in place in many countries facing second or
third epidemic waves.
Beyond this exceptionnal situation, Evernex supports a work organization
allowing for some collaborators to pursue their sporting careers. 
It is the case of Dylan Rigot, IT technician and high level athlete, who won
bronze in the men’s 100m final at the French Athletics Championships (2020)
and finished 5th in 2021.
He is now focusing on the world championships which will take place in the
United States in July 2022, as well as the European championships, while
keeping in sight the Olympic Games 2024 which will take place in Paris. 

It’s thanks to Tony (Senecal, VP SPAAS) that I managed to balance my work and sport because he’s the
one who understood my dilemma right from the interview. He knew from my resume that I was already
a champion in Guadeloupe; I’d already performed very well in track and field and I was already running
with Christophe Lemaitre!
Now I run in national and international track and field competitions with athletes such as Kim Collins
who was crowned world champion in Paris in 2003 right before my eyes, Michael Rogers, Richard
Thompson, Arthur Gue Cissé, Akani Simbine… and even Ronald Pognon, who’s the first Frenchman to
have run the 100m in under ten seconds, reaching 9.99 s.
Today I’m very consistent on a professional level, I’m proud of my progress and I’m flourishing in Tony’s
team.

44 |
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Employment:
Working conditions & safety

Accidents at work

2017

2018

2019

2020

Number of days lost for workplace accidents

337

126

13

138

Severity rate of workplace accidents

0,90

0,32

0,05

0,33

Number of days lost for workplace accidents

21,28

25,77

20,75

9,9

2021
Annual consolidation - ongoing

Evernex International in France

The OHS training program is being pursued and enriched in 2021
based on the risk evaluation per activity and per site. In 2020
a full audit and analysis of Personal Protective Equipment was
conducted that led to restocking with better-adapted PPE.

Absenteeism rate

Absenteeism rate due to illness

46 |

2017

2018

2019

2020

5,41

4,42

4,51

5,68

2021

As a preventive measure, Evernex also supports employees’
physical activity through the provision of subscriptions to sports
activities. Employees are regularly encouraged and sponsored
to participate in sporting events. 

Annual consolidation - ongoing

Evernex International main
French site at Aulnay-sous-Bois

In terms of workplace safety, in 2020 Evernex has trained
30 workplace first aiders (OHS upgrade training every 2
years), and 17 fire crews with fire extinguisher handling. In
addition in 2021, following our OHS risk analysis, 36 technicians
and warehouse staff were trained in working positions and
movements. 
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Employment:
Occupational Health & Safety
In 2020, Evernex started working towards the ISO 45001
certification for Occupational Health & Safety. The motivation
is to ensure that Evernex provides employees with safe and
healthy workplaces that prevent work-related injury and illhealth, as well as to proactively improve its OHS performance.
To do this, Evernex has conducted interactive sessions with
company employees from a range of professions and units,
including QSE, HR and other employee representatives. The
sessions included various exercises which aimed to answer 4
questions:
What can happen?
How likely is it to happen?
What are the consequences if it happens?
What can we do to prevent it from happening?
During the sessions, Evernex was able to gather
detailed and relevant information from real
employee experiences and opinions. These
provided valuable personal insights into the
types of risks and hazards present in the
workplace and will help Evernex implement
a well-adjusted plan of action to adequately
control, reduce and eliminate them.
By actively involving employees, HR, managers,
and teams in building the OHS program, Evernex
provides an open forum to share concerns
and put forward possible solutions to ensure
everyone is safe and comfortable at work.
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Breakdown of staff trained per training type 2020

Electrical Habilitation

Training is a priority for Evernex. The objective is to strengthen
skills, promote the individual progression of employees and develop
collective intelligence. The goal is to provide all professional training,
allowing everyone to have the necessary skills to master their jobs and
working tools. 
Evernex has strengthened its HR unit and is digitalizing the
monitoring of human capital development in order to meet its
needs as a fast-growing SME (endogenous and exogenous), which
will allow centralisation and harmonisation of HR management
between headquarters and subsidiaries. This now allows for a better
management thanks to a promotion report, and a better follow-up of
transfers and mobility .
The news HRIS was launched mid 2021, including recruitment, talent
management and people review process modules. 

100%
of our engineers and maintenance technicians in France have electrical
qualification, and undergo regular renewals of their certificates.
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In 2020-21 many training sessions were cancelled or postponed due to the
COVID-19 Pandemic. But, between lockdowns, Evernex managed to achieve
its electrical habitations renewals as well as necessary professional training.
Technical training that required the gathering of Evernex technicians was
unfortunately restricted but is now slowly taking off again in 2021. However
HR ensured the deployment of various Occupational Health and Safety
training sessions in France in 2020, and in France and Algeria in 2021, and will
pursue its OHS training program in 2022.
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Employment:
Working conditions
and social dialogue

All employees benefit from regular medical follow-ups (at the hiring
then every 5 years), from an advantageous health insurance, and
from the provision of appropriate protective and safety equipment
(electrostatic wristbands, safety shoes, anti-noise helmets, handling
gloves etc.) for employees in logistics activities. 
In 2021 a SuperCare program was set-up for a closer and more regular
medical follow-ups for Evernex executives.
In France, since 2008 the group has 4 staff representatives. In 2018, a
Social & Economic Committee (SEC) was elected, and since all meeting
notes are shared with all employees of the company and posted on the
various sites. 
The Economic and Social Database is in place since Q1 2020,
centralizing social data in a secure and transparent manner, and
contributing to social dialogue.

France agreements: 
Mandatory Annual Negotiations 2% (2018), on-call duty (2018), MAN 2% (2019),
setup of a “Time-savings account” (2019), Macron bonus (2019 & 2020), revision of the Rules of Procedure (2020), MAN 2.4% (2020), organization of working time, handicap, remote work, professional equality (on-going), the latest
negotiations with a view to reaching an agreement (or amendment to an existing agreement) in 2021 covered On-call Agreement (Service Center), Working
hours and implementation of fixed rates, Right to disconnect.
15 meetings were conducted in 2020 and 7 meetings in 2021. It should be
noted that the Aulnay-sous-Bois Occupational Medicine Department attended
almost all of these meetings to advise us, particularly on the COVID aspect.
The labor inspectorate was regularly present in 2020 and 2021.
Germany agreements:
Work Council sessions in Germany in 2020 (2021 is similar) are organized
with 12 regular collegial meetings, 24 meetings with the secretary, 2 annual
meetings with all employees to present the results and current issues. The
company reached and implemented a “mobile work” agreement. 
A salary review process (initiated by Work Council) is under discussion.
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Employment:
Working conditions
and social dialogue
In Malaysia,
In Morocco,
Our first staff representative elections
were conducted in 2021 in Casablanca,
in order to promote internal social
dialogue. The staff representative was
then consulted in the setting up of the
internal regulations.
The organization of the elections is controlled and approved
by the labor inspector. 
Communication was made to all employees by email and
verbally including to the janitor and housekeeper to ensure
their understanding of the stakes of the election.
The setting up of the election protocol was done considering
the sanitary conditions and transparency obligations:

As our Kuala Lumpur branch is
welcoming new colleagues to
drive growth in the APAC region,
it is important our office and
working conditions align with higher
standards: 

A more advantageous sick leave policy was implemented. 
A propitious maternity and paternity leave policy
was also enforced, more favorable than the current local legal requirements.
An upgrade of the medical insurance package was
signed, increasing the amount of reimbursement
and including dental and optical care. Moreover, an
individual insurance covering domestic accidents
was introduced.

The team voted one by one to keep distancing measures.
All staff voted except one person who was on sick leave. 
The ballot box was transparent which allowed the assessors
to see that it was empty at the beginning of the vote. 
The polling station was in an open space and with the
presence of an office made up of a representative of the
company, the most senior employee, the oldest and the
youngest in the company.
The polling station counted the votes in transparency in the
open space in front of the voters and posted the result the
same day, followed by a mail communication.
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Objectives
Evolve in a comfortable work environment conducive to well-being.
Improve working and safety conditions for staff and ensure conformity of
premises.

In order to meet growth needs, Quality of Service requirements,
better working conditions and environmental imperatives, Evernex
plans to move its main site from Aulnay-sous-Bois in 2022. This project
has encountered various challenges for the past few years, however
adapting production sites remains a priority for Evernex.

Enhance service quality through more spacious and optimized premises. 
Reduce energy costs.
Organize the new premises in such a way to boost the performance and
creativity of employees.
Develop a corporate culture with strong values and encourage
collaboration.

Achievements
Rehabilitation of our main and historical French site in Aulnay-sous-Bois.
Search for a new logistical site near CDG airport to improve working
conditions and supply-chain management.
Relocation of our northern France site for more spacious premises to
welcome new colleagues.
Identification of areas of improvement for our southern France site. 
Opening of a new branch in Saudi Arabia with the installation of a new
office.
Relocation of our Malaysia office to a more spacious and modern facility.
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COVID-19
Evernex takes into account the context of
the international health risk of the COVID-19
pandemic and the mobilization of governments
and international organizations to face this
risk. In order to serve its customers as closely
as possible, without interruption of activity and
under the best conditions, Evernex implemented
a health protocol within its organization to deal
with the effects of the COVID-19 epidemic.
Due to its activity, Evernex has put in place a plan to anticipate possible
economic and social consequences by developing its Business Continuity
and Recovery Plans. As a socially responsible company, Evernex complies
with all local regulations.
The health protocol is based on two main objectives: Protection of
Employees and Business Continuity, comprising:
Global governance with monitoring
Collective and individual measures on all sites 
Maintaining jobs and wages
Payment of suppliers
The support of shareholders
The reorganization of the supply chain to build economic and environmental resilience
Solidarity to give back to the community (see following pages)
Work reorganization and transformation

The pandemic has a direct impact on Evernex: by September 2021, 12% of
Evernex staff in 16 countries had contracted the virus, and 24% of Evernex
staff were considered as “contact cases” at some point, both situations in
which Evernex managers were supported by HR and the COVID referee. 
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Societal Commitment

For the past 10 years, Evernex has provided
financial and material support to TANAT
primary and secondary school in Niger.
Classrooms and computer rooms have been
created and equipped with all the necessary
IT equipment. 

Association TANAT

Evernex is a key partner of a non-profit
organization. 

In 2020, Evernex’s support helped replace defective batteries in the
solar electricity installation that powers the secondary school’s
computer room, equipped with 20 computers donated by Evernex.
In 2021, a new building for classrooms was built, which will be used
to double the 3rd grade class in 2022. Today 12 classes are open: 420
schoolchildren have access to quality schooling.
The school also started to replace the surrounding walls made
of Banco (dried earth brick) with «hard» walls (concrete), as the
maintenance of the banco walls -which partly collapsed during heavy
rains- is expensive for the school.
Employees also play an active role in supporting the school, including
sponsoring students who may not have had access to education, and
covering their tuition fees.
https://associationtanat.fr/en/tanat-association/
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Societal Commitment

The situation related to COVID-19 is
unprecedented, and represents beyond
the immediate health emergency, a social
and economic emergency, particularly in
the responses to be provided to the most
disadvantaged.

Evernex has therefore decided to support the Samu Social 93 (emergency assistance service for the homeless: a state-backed French charitable organization), particularly with its food and essential products
distribution.
Why did we choose SAMU Social 93 in the Seine-Saint-Denis area? Because Seine Saint Denis is the Ile-de-France department most affected
by the Covid-19 pandemic, and Evernex is located there: Aulnay-sousBois is its largest logistics site and also its historic site.
Evernex’s contribution has helped SAMU Social 93 and the people of
Seine-Saint-Denis benefit from approximately 14 tons of food from
March and through May. This support has been distributed through the
food bank to homeless people and families staying in hotels provided
by SAMU Social 93 and other charitable organizations.
Consistent with its company value “Care”, Evernex is proud to have
been able to help some of the people who have been hit hardest by the
pandemic.
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Societal Commitment

In South Africa, we are proud to have
obtained a Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment level-1 rating (top ranking).
For generosity, we focus donations on IT-related initiatives that are also
B-BBEE compliant with a ranking above 75.
SAME Foundation 

Ikamvayouth 

Jicama 89

Evernex South Africa provides financial support to these charities focusing on providing quality education in poor neighborhoods/townships,
allowing them to invest in computer literacy and providing computer
rooms, workstations and training for pupils and teachers alike (SAME
Foundation). 
We also provide support for tutoring and after-work sessions as well as
computer literacy and e- learning classes (Ikamyayouth). 
Finally, we provide support to visually impaired children (Jicama 89),
pragmatically by replacing the outdated Braille Typewriter system with
more advanced technology driven computer-based Braille Note Taking
system. This infrastructure then enables vocational training, necessary
to offer a better chance for a meaningful integration & inclusion in the
society. 
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Societal Commitment

In Germany, colleagues from Technogroup
are invited to partake annually to various
sporting events in support of local
associations.
Every October, in Frankfurt, collaborators participate in an international company race, the JP Morgan Corporate Challenge. This
initiative promotes sports for people with disabilities.

In the same spirit, in Hochheim every May since 2018 colleagues are
invited to join the Hochheim 24-hour race, forming teams of 10 athletes each running lap after lap on a sports field for 24 hours without
interruption. The donations support a vocational school with a focus
on physical and motor development. 

Every September colleagues are invited to run for the Hochheimer
Weinbergslauf through the vineyards in support of various local
associations, also focusing on people with disabilities.

Every December it’s time for the Mainzer Maaraue (Ultra-) Marathon, a 45km team relay race in the Rhine-Main region. All proceeds
support the Hospice Lainzer Mainspitze e.V., which provides care for
seriously ill people and their relatives.
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Societal Commitment

In Germany, since 2018 we offer computer science training and
apprenticeship opportunities to refugees to support their integration and
offer them a better chance for a professional future in Germany, as skilled
workers. At first this was implemented in cooperation with the Wiesbaden
Chamber of Industry and Commerce (IHK), and now the program runs on
its own.
In summer 2020 retail and restaurants were hit hard by the Covid-19 lockdown.
Technogroup purchased 150 vouchers worth €20 each from affected
businesses to support them. The vouchers were given away to employees.
This initiative demonstrated support to local businesses in times of crisis and
at the same time gratitude to the employees.
In 2020 Technogroup gifted the proceeds from the Christmas raffle to the
Peter-Josef-Briefs School for physically disabled children and young people
located in Hochheim.
In March 2021 proceeds from the Christmas raffle were donated to Zora,
a counselling center in Wiesbaden that helps girls and young women who
have been victims of physical, mental or sexual violence. During Covid-19
lockdown, the number of cases of domestic violence against women and girls
has increased. The girls and women affected have experienced violence and
trauma through no fault of their own, in a place where they should feel safest
- their family. We want to offer them the chance of a happy, self-determined
life.
Finally in May 2021, Technogroup financed a start ramp in the new skater
park of the city of Hochheim, in order to encourage Youth development and
promote the city in which Technogroup headquarter is located.
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Societal
Commitment
& Conviviality

In addition to the financing of the Works
Council (0.2% of payroll), Evernex celebrates
the Children’s Christmas and the work
birthdays of the employees.
For many years now, a kick-off gathering
has been organized once a year for all the
group’s employees (2016 Chamonix, 2017
Barcelona, 2018 Paris). Other gatherings
also take place regularly: for the Executives,
Managers, Sales representatives, and even
subsidiaries. Meals, barbecues and other
activities (football, karting, boxing etc.) also
contribute to team-building and conviviality.
In 2020, this important aspect of Evernex
conviviality was stopped by the COVID-19
pandemic. However, we learned to motivate
and support each other by connecting
regularly via our digital tools, sometimes with
as many as 200 employees attending the
sessions.
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Areas of progress
Human Rights & Labour Rights

Our continuous improvement approach encourages
Evernex to strengthen its efforts on:

PERIMETER

ACTION PLAN 2022 - 23

Human resources

M&A Integrations towards a common culture

Strengthening the HR department and full implementation of HRIS

International harmonization:
Annual interviews, development and career management.
Professional training, health and safety at work (ISO 45001 Project)

Improvement of working conditions

Adaptation of production sites for more OHS

Promotion of responsible purchasing conditions

100% Mou signed, evaluation of the 20 most strategic suppliers

ANALYSIS FOR HARMONIZATION OF PRACTICES IN INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES
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Minimizing our impact
Environment
Since the beginning, Evernex has striven to
minimize its environmental impact.
Evernex’s commitment to protecting the environment is
represented by four key services:
IT Maintenance - we extend the useful life of our clients’ IT infrastructures beyond the manufacturer-defined End-of-Service-Life date.
Spare as a Service - we are worldwide brokers specialized in refurbished IT spares, whether for
maintenance or purchase purposes.
Recycling - we recycle true end-of-life IT equipment in accordance with WEEE standards.
Hardware rental - we provide custom rental solutions to give our clients the flexibility to finance
and acquire new and refurbished hardware before returning it to us.

Why does sustainability matter to Evernex?
We recognize our position within the circular economy. This cyclical model, which has been the
foundation of our business from day one, means that we see value where others may only see waste.
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By incorporating repair, reuse and recycling wherever possible throughout the asset lifecycle, we
contribute to the circular IT economy by reducing the demand for the manufacture of new equipment,
and retaining extant finite resources within the system.

How do our actions maximize our climate commitment?
We buy and refurbish second-hand spares and reuse every part and component possible with our
recycling. We also repair and maintain our clients’ IT Infrastructure past warranty, to prolong their
useful life from 5 to 15 years even after the manufacturer withdraws all support at End-of-ServiceLife.
Our motto is IT Life Services because we are specialists in extending the life of IT equipment. To
establish a circular economy and create a greener future in IT, Evernex is reducing our dependence
on the extraction of natural resources by giving assets a second life. Our competitive and costeffective services enable clients’ to cut IT CapEx and OpEx while reducing their greenhouse gas and
CO2 emissions.
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The IT sector accounted for 1% of global emissions in 2007,
rising to 4% in 2020 and could reach up to 16% in 2040
– Journal of Cleaner Production 2017

The useful life and life cycle of products is increased by sharing, reusing, repairing and refurbishing them. Viewed
across the entire product lifespan, this not only protects the environment, but also saves the consumer money in most
cases. 
RAW MATERIAL
PROCESSING

Metal & ore extraction

DESIGN &
PRODUCTION

Manufacturer facility
Assembly line

DISTRIBUTION

CONSUMPTION
& USE

Manufacturer facility
Packaging & shipping

Data center

INCINERATION &
LANDFILL

Only when a product can no longer be used is it sent for recycling so that the materials can be reused. From an
environmental perspective, it is better in nearly all cases to continue using products for as long as possible, since even
recycling uses energy, water or chemicals, and therefore has an impact on the environment.

E-waste landfills e.g.,
Agbogboshie, Ghana

In a linear economic system, raw materials and ore are extracted (often in
conflict zones), and products are manufactured and sold, consumed and
disposed of. This leads to shortages of raw materials, emissions, large volumes
of waste and the associated environmental problems. In 2019, the world
generated a striking 53.6 million metric tons of e-waste, up 21 percent in 5 years.
Only 17.4% (9,3Mt) was collected and recycled*, which means a considerable
amount of e-waste ended up in vast landfills, where pollution levels have
dramatic effects on the local population and environment.
In a circular economy, products and materials are kept in circulation (green
arrows in the diagram). As a result, fewer primary raw materials are used than
in the linear system. Moreover, products retain their value for longer and less
waste is generated.
The circular economy is an integrated approach which considers the cycle as a
whole, from raw material extraction through design, production, distribution and
a maximized use phase, to recycling. A change of mindset is needed among all
stakeholders if products and materials are to remain in the loop.

Diagrams by Swiss FOEN
* UN Global E-Waste Monitor 2O2O
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Life cycle analysis
IT Maintenance Services 
SpaaS & Recycling

IT Maintenance
Services:
Service Center
Spare Request

Distribution:
Resources: Acquisition

Service Center
Partners & Suppliers
Spare Request
Supply Chain (Operational choices - stocks)

Spare Request & buyback (second-hand)
Partners & Suppliers Supply Chain

Reuse

End of life:

Use:

Collect
WEEE Recycling
Repair - Reuse
Material valorization
(secondary raw material)

Sales & BizDev : influence on usage
> IT maintenance + material life extension

Eco-conception > Repair + Reuse + Recycle 
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Evernex Carbon footprint
Tons CO2 equivalent emissions

In 2021 Evernex updated its carbon footprint calculations, using
the French “Bilan Carbone” and
GHG Protocol methodologies, in
partnership with Toovalu. 
Diagram by ghgprotocol.org

The results have just been released
and show that in 2020 Evernex
emitted 15,000 tCO2e.
For Evernex these are spread as
follows:
Scope 1 & scope 2 represent 543
tCO2e
and scope 3 covers most of our
emissions with 13 700 tCO2e.
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We are now aware of Evernex’s carbon emissions and
the carbon impact of our business activities. We also
have the necessary detailed data to envisage a climate
strategy to reduce them in order to contribute to net-zero targets at the global level.
These results are not surprising, Evernex being a service provider in the tertiary sector. Our main emissions
derive from scope 3 covering freight (upstream and
downstream), purchased goods and services, capital
goods, waste and transportation. 
This carbon footprint highlighted that 90% of our emissions result from purchases & services, including spare
parts. Yet, it also emphasized that by purchasing exclusively second-hand spare parts Evernex avoided 6,570
tCO2e emissions compared to buying new ones. 

Our carbon intensity (workforce)
The order of magnitude (France) for 
“Industrial” companies is 100 CO2e / FTE, and for 

CO2e / FTE

“tertiary sector” 10 CO2e / FTE (source: Toovalu). 

Our carbon intensity (turnover)
The order of magnitude (France) for
“repair and installation of equipment and machines” is
0.39 CO2e / k€ turnover, and for

15,000 tCO2e is comparable
of yearly emissions of 1 400
Europeans (10,8 tCO2e /
head), or 25 000 new servers
produced.

57

0,27

CO2e / k€ turnover

“tertiary sector” 0.11 tCO2e / k€ turnover (source:
ADEME). 
Our footprint is therefore within average carbon intensity. 
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Climate Strategy
Evernex’s journey to contribute to
carbon neutrality at the planet level

Having quantified our carbon emissions, we are now in a better position to
embark on a carbon emission attenuation journey. In order to do so, we
have chosen to develop and implement a low carbon strategy, joining the
Assessing Low Carbon Transition ACT Step by Step Program. This initiative
is a 3-year long methodology to build companies’ climate strategy, aligned
with sector decarbonization trajectories and scientific guidelines.
This will lead us to not only set relevant GHG reduction targets, but to support and develop relevant decarbonization strategy with an associated transition plan and roadmap.
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Evernex is grateful to have been selected in France by ADEME Agency
(Agency for Ecological Transition, under the supervision of the Ministry of
Ecological Transition and the Ministry of Higher Education, Research and
Innovation) to participate to this ACT step by step program and help us build
a real climate strategy.
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Making our clients’ IT
more sustainable
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Improving our clients’
sustainability
Assessing Evernex’s carbon footprint enabled us to identify areas
to focus our efforts in reducing our impact as a company – but it
also highlighted our positive contribution to CO2 emissions reduction for our clients.
The early stages of an analysis indicate that in 2020 Evernex IT
maintenance services for the equipment of nearly 300,000 clients
worldwide could have prevented an estimated 90,000 tCO2e emissions by extending the life of their existing assets and helping
them delay or avoid upgrades for their server, storage and library
equipment.
In terms of materials saved, this could represent 390,000 tons of
ore needed for the manufacture of new equipment that has not
been extracted.
Because this report comes before the release of the results, which
will be controlled by the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS), these statistics are an estimation. However, they
give a strong presentation of the tangible effects of Evernex’s
actions around sustainability. They also provide momentum to
go further in our efforts to provide excellent service to our clients
while doing even more to protect the planet.
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As part of our value proposition, once our carbon footprint analysis has been
finalized and approved, our next project will be to reactivate our carbon footprint reduction certificate and create awareness among our clients.
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ISO 14001 Process

Analysis of our
environmental impact

Measures, monitoring of
indicators & prioritization
of action fieldsISO 14001 
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Operational
choices
In terms of logistics
activities, international
locations - Have local FSL

Internal
Employee awareness
through a charter of good
environmental practices

Client engagementt

Life Cycle Assessment
& Valued environmental
approach through the
issuance of a Carbon
Reduction Certificate

Recycling
Hardware recycling,
including the collection
of unused equipment,
dismantling and upgrading
of reusable components

Relocation 
/ Adaptation
Adaptation of production
sites to be better suited
to our logistics flows and
environmental standards
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Operational choices
Evernex offers its customers worldwide coverage
for IT infrastructure maintenance: we ship spare
parts around the world in record time.

Evernex therefore opted to open 32 subsidiaries
and have more than 330 storage points to minimize the carbon impact of spare parts delivery as
much as possible and, of course, be closer to our
clients.

Operational and environmental optimization of our IT logistics activities

7,000 M2
largest warehouse of IT
spare parts in Europe

The Group has also made efforts to reduce
this impact by grouping as many shipments
as possible by regions of the world (Maghreb,
Sub-Saharan Africa, etc.) and thus serving the 165
countries of its market.

235,000+
spare parts 
delivered every year

17,000+
packages wrapped
and sent each year

1 ton
of spare parts 
delivered each day
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Non-dangerous Waste Sorting

100% of employees
are regularly sensitized
to good environmental practices
Management has also set up personal and collective
objectives for certain businesses in order to encourage
these eco-friendly gestures. 

Non-dangerous Waste recycled into/saved

Consumption and recycling
Waste collection

Internal recycling

For waste sorting, Evernex partners with a specialized company, Les Joyeux
Recycleurs, to collect the waste. This makes employees aware of eco-friendly practices and recycles our waste, all in solidarity, with our partner donating 5 euro cents for every kilo collected at ARES workshop (social and professional integration). Since end of May 2019 we have extended this service
to our main logistical French site in Aulnay-sous-Bois as well as our headquarters in La Défense.

Evernex recycles its waste, including printer toners, cartons with a compactor, batteries and bulbs as well as coffee capsules. This waste is processed
by specialized companies, such as our partner Green Recup or Privacia for
cardboard, which provide us with a good systematic monitoring of destruction (CERFA n° 12571*01). 
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Our operations Consumption summary
Infrastructure
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Our France electricity consumption has decreased by 7% between 2019 and 2020 despite a significant increase in our activities. With the ACT Step by Step program we will
see how to keep reducing our energy consumption. 

We recycled more than 18 tons in 2017 and 2018, 16 tons in 2019 and 15 tons in 2020.
Evernex France has used 860 reams of paper in 2017, 1 130 in 2018 and 940 in 2019 and
580 in 2020 hence a reduction of 48% of our paper consumption. Here we can clearly
assess the impact of Covid and remote work. The equivalent of 430 reams of paper
have been recycled in 2020, hence 84 % .

Our gas consumption this year has increased as Evernex rented out for winter months a
gaz heating system. 
A relocation project will help Evernex improve control of these costs through more optimal facilities (heating, air conditioning, etc.) and a building that complies with environmental standards.

In 2012 Evernex has carried out numerous sanitary works to reduce water consumption
(detection tap, flushing with reduced water consumption, etc.).
Since then, it has evolved in proportion to the increase in the number of employees,
at a ratio of 4 m3 of consumed water per person in 2019 to a ratio of 5,5 m3 / head in
2020. Here again, we can clearly see the impact of the Covid pandemic, as staff were
requested to increase the frequency of hand washing to avoid contaminations in the
workplace!
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Consumption summary
Travel
The deployment of internal communication and video conferencing tools
helps to reduce some travel. 
20 % of Evernex employees use public transport to get to their place of work. 
Employees are made aware of carpooling, which remains stable between 15
and 20% / year.
The fleet of company vehicles is mainly identified as Crit’Air 1 and 2. At Technogroup, the entire car fleet policy sets the target CO2 emissions of a maximum 150g/km. It is successfully enforced.

Evolution of professional air travels vis-à-vis TPM
Services turnover

Number of French fleet vehicles by Air criteria

supérieur à 250 grammes / km

0

de 201 à 250 grammes / km

0

de 161 à 200 grammes / km

In 2018 Evernex organized a global event gathering all employees to celebrate its 35th birthday. In 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Evernex
drastically reduced its international travel, with none being authorized during
lockdowns. Since then, international travel remains the exception rather than
the norm. Everyone at Evernex has learned to work efficiently from a distance, and revised approaches and habits on work organization, management, conviviality and meetings. 

Flight tickets (Nb)

2

de 141 à 160 grammes / km

5
11

de 121 à 140 grammes / km

42

de 101 à 120 grammes / km
20

de 51 à 100 grammes / km
de 1 à 50 grammes / km

0

zéro emission

0

2010

0
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Turnover TPM Services (M€)
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Our expertise:
IT Maintenance

A service offer 
eco-friendly 
by design

Evernex’s core business is to maintain
the IT equipment of its clients in operational condition. 
 hus, it is no longer a question of
T
buying new equipment, but of maintaining it for as long as possible. 
Thus, Evernex offers a real environmentally friendly alternative.
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Evernex
supports its clients in their efforts
to reduce their carbon footprint by
controlling the entire life cycle of
the equipment, from its first use to
the waste treatment.

By entrusting us with the financial
and environmental management of
their IT assets, our clients can halve
their carbon footprint.
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Recycling
REVALUATION
Reuse of components
(maintenance or resale)
New Life for Products and
Materials

LOGISTICS

SECURITY

Packaging, Collection &
Transport in ICPE Standards

Destruction of remaining
data
Accredited data erasure

RECYCLING
Destruction & reprocessing, return to raw
materials
New Life for Products and
Materials

TREATMENT

REPORTING
Tracking, certificate of
destruction
Official WEEE compliance
certificate

Disassembly, sorting of
spare parts
Compliance with WEEE
standards

Evernex’s recycling offer is based on a real
commitment to the environment.
We reuse any component that can be reused.

500 tons of computer
equipment recycled each
year by Evernex, and 70
tons reused

95% recycling rate for
computer waste

80% of the CO2 emissions
generated by this material are related to their
manufacture

Reuse: 15% of the products entered at Evernex and considered as computer waste are reused (repaired, resold or reused in Maintenance) > +50 000 spares from recycling are tested and put back in
stock every year
Valuation: of the remaining 85%, 93% is recycled and becomes a secondary raw material (steel, ores) 
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Areas of
environmental progress

Its ISO 14001 certification and a continuous improvement
approach encourage Evernex to strengthen its efforts on:

PERIMETER

ACTION PLAN 2022
Adaptation of product sites

Human resources

Generalize the monitoring of energy consumption at all sites

Business strategy

Maintain the emulation of Eco-friendly practices
Set CO2 Reduction targets - Embark on a climate strategy journey
towards - 1,5C - ACT/ADEME Initiate

Promotion of responsible purchasing

100% MoU signed, evaluation of the 20 most strategic suppliers

ANALYSIS FOR HARMONIZATION OF PRACTICES IN INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES
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Business
ethics
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Compliance
and Anti-corruption

Evernex is committed through its CSR
Policy to fight against corruption. 
Since 2018 Evernex is working on a
more ambitious compliance program:

Corporate governance with delegation of powers
Top management
Subsidiaries

Implementation
of prevention processes and detection of any potential
risk

Setting-up of a Policy Manager system
(EQS) to centralize
all Evernex Policies

Roll-out of an international Code of
Conduct 

Implementation of a
reporting and whistle-blower system:
EQS Integrity Line

Implementation of
Personal Data Protection
Policy
Launch ISO 27001
project

The CSR policy is operationalized by the code of conduct, attached to commission plans and linked to the rules of procedure. It commits sales representatives to the respect of human rights and
international labour conventions, ethical practice and business integrity, and social responsibility,
zero tolerance to harassment and discrimination. 
In addition, control and monitoring mechanisms are enhanced since 2018 by a person dedicated
to internal management control and an audit committee comprised of 2 members of the Management Board and 4 members of the Supervisory Board. 
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Areas of
business ethical progress

The evolution of the legislation, the strong growth
and the international coverage of its activities
encourage Evernex to strengthen its efforts on:

PERIMETER

ACTION PLAN 2022

Human resources

Raise the awareness of the most-at-risk populations (EQS Policy manager) and
extend the code of conduct (objective of 100 signatures of the people concerned)
Promote the development of virtuous purchasing practices (Subcontractors and
partners)
Reinforcing managerial practices - Consultations with the audit committee on
certain matters before commercial intervention

Monitoring and surveillance

Implementation of a reporting and whistle-blower system (Internal)
Reform the group internal audit rules (following the setup of a new it tool) +
holding regular audit committees + internal and external audit objectives

Processing of personal data

Launch of ISO 27001 Certification project

ANALYSIS FOR HARMONIZATION OF PRACTICES IN INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES
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This is our Communication on Progress
in implementing the principles of the
United Nations Global Compact and
supporting broader UN goals.

Thank you

COMUNICATION ON
PROGRESS

We welcome feedback on its contents.

LEADER IN THIRD PARTY MAINTENANCE
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Follow us
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